


New Zealand on Wheels
₹ 2,49,999 / Per Person

14 days Age 0+ Sep, Oct, Nov

Day  1:-   Personal  meet  and  greet,  and  private  transfer  to  your
accommodation
On arrival  you will  be met by one of  our  team and driven to your  Auckland
accommodation. Once you touch down in New Zealand your detailed tour pack will
be  hand  delivered  by  one  of  our  trusted  representatives.  The  pack  contains
everything you need for the duration of your stay. It will include a comprehensive,
printed and bound version of your itinerary as well as clear driving instructions and
maps for each leg of your journey. It also contains all the reservation details for
your  accommodation  and  activities  –  along  with  relevant  brochures  and
information.  While  in  New  Zealand  we  offer  24  hour  support  –  details  on  how  to
contact us at any time will be well documented.

Welcome to City Auckland, New Zealand’s self-proclaimed ‘City of Sails’ is the

https://www.mylastminutetrip.com/tour/new-zealand-on-wheels/


country’s largest metro area. Resting between the Pacific Ocean and the Tasman
Sea, this urban paradise has something for everyone. Surrounded by native bush,
rainforests and an abundance of beaches, Auckland is a playground for both the
city savvy and those with an eye for adventure. Explore the central museums and
galleries on foot, or take a drive through one of over 800 regional National Parks to
see deserted beaches, waterfalls and native forest.

Your accommodation: Hotel Grand Chancellor Auckland City Located on Hobson
Street, downtown Auckland the hotel offers apartment style convenience with hotel
facilities.

Day 2:- Collect your rental car
This tour can be priced with any of the rental cars available in our fantastic range,
from economy hatchbacks to prestige saloons and SUV’s. GPS navigation system
Use the  latest  GPS  technology  as  you  tour  New Zealand.  Your  portable  GPS
features a simple touch screen interface with automatic route calculation and turn-
by-turn  voice-prompted  directions  including  street  name  announcement.  The
automotive-grade GPS unit is easy to use and has multiple language options.

Explore Auckland City

Perched on the edge of a large natural harbour, New Zealand’s ‘City of Sails’ offers
the best of both worlds. Sandy beaches, native bush and lush rainforests give way
to a vibrant urban culture, humming with life. Spend time in the Viaduct Harbour –
try your hand at sailing an America’s Cup yacht – or take the ferry to nearby
Waiheke Island for a gourmet food and wine experience. Walk (if you’re that way
inclined) to the top of Auckland’s highest volcano, Mt Eden, and take in soaring
views of the gulf. Pack a picnic lunch and lose yourself in one of the 800 regional
national parks on offer or grab a book and relax on a deserted beach. Head up the
Sky Tower, standing at just over 300m tall (about 1,000 feet) and have a meal in
the 360 degree revolving restaurant. Scale the outermost perimeter of the Harbour
Bridge – or test your stomach and bungy off both. To end your day, catch a cab to
Ponsonby Road and sample some upmarket culinary delights.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Auckland Harbour Bridge Climb The only bridge climb in
New Zealand,  this  spectacular  AJ  Hackett  walking tour is  the ultimate way to
experience  the  iconic  Auckland Harbour  Bridge.  Custom engineered walkways
provide a safe and enjoyable experience – meaning this activity is suitable for all



ages. As you’re guided along the curving archways you’ll be greeted with a 360
degree, panoramic view of the sparkling Waitemata harbour. See the best of the
city from above and learn all about the secrets of the bridge! SUGGESTED ACTIVITY
–  Fullers  Rangitoto  Volcanic  Explorer  A  short  25  minute  cruise  through  the
Waitemata Harbour and Hauraki Gulf delivers you to Rangitoto Island, the largest
and youngest of Auckland’s volcanic field. It last erupted around 600 years ago but
is considered extinct and safe to explore. During your trip to and from the island
you’ll enjoy fantastic views of the volcano and the urban backdrop of Auckland.
Upon arrival you’ll be greeted by your guide and taken to waiting four wheel drive
vehicles nearby. Once on board – journey through rugged lava crops and native
bush while you learn about the fiery history and geology of  the island. You’llthen
be dropped of at the base of the summit, only a short climb along a wooden
boardwalk to the top. After taking in the 360 degree panoramic views, rejoin the
tour vehicle for the return trip to the wharf.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Harbour Dinner Cruise Sailing Experience This unique on-
water dining experience is not to be missed while you’re in Auckland. Enjoy smooth
sailing on the Waitemata Harbour – then watch this photogenic city come alive
with twinkling lights. Your experienced crew will talk about Auckland’s highlights
and there will opportunity try your hand at steering. At sheltered mooring you’ll be
served delicious New Zealand fare – choose from a delectable three course menu
catered  for  by  Degree  Gastrobar,  a  renowned  Viaduct  Restaurant.  Your
accommodation: Hotel Grand Chancellor Auckland City Located on Hobson Street,
downtown  Auckland  the  hotel  offers  apartment  style  convenience  with  hotel
facilities.

Day 3:- Auckland to Rotorua
The drive south from Auckland takes you past the Bombay Hills and into the rolling
farmland and rich dairy pastures of the Waikato. The Bombay Hills mark the outer
boundary of greater Auckland area and it’s here you turn inland to central Waikato.
You’ll soon go through the town of Matamata where you can visit the fully intact
Hobbiton film set used in the shooting of the Lord of The Rings and Hobbit trilogies.
Continuing on, you’ll pass several small farming communities before telltale signs
of steam and other geothermal activity signal your arrival into Rotorua.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Hobbiton Movie Set Tour Become immersed in The Lord of
the  Rings  and  the  Hobbit  films  when  you  visit  the  actual  Hobbiton  movie  set.
Located just outside of Matamata – in the heart of the lush Waikato farming region,



your two hour tour will begin with a drive through a picturesque sheep farm. You’ll
then be taken through Hobbit Holes, The Green Dragon Inn, The Mill and the Party
Tree while your guide shares behind-the-scenes tales and fascinating insight into
the making of the films.

Your accommodation: Sudima Lake Rotorua The Sudima Hotel Lake Rotorua enjoys
a location that is second-to-none on the very shores of beautiful Lake Rotorua,
adjacent to the world famous Polynesian Spa complex and just a short stroll to all
the attractions in Rotorua.

Day 4:- Explore Rotorua
Peppered  with  natural  hot  springs,  boiling  mud  pools  and  steaming  geysers,
Rotorua sits within one of the worlds most active volcanic regions. But geothermal
landmarks aside, this city of sulphur has a rich indigenous history. Home to several
prominent Maori tribes, a visit to the Mitai Maori Village should be high on your
agenda, as should an excursion to the Polynesian Spa for an invigorating soak in its
natural mineral hot springs. Live on the edge when you hop aboard a helicopter
bound for White Island, New Zealand’s most active volcano. Spike your adrenaline
at Agroventures on stomach-dropping attractions such as static skydiving, or a
giant swing reaching 130 km per hour. Go up the Gondola for soaring lake views,
and ride the luge at night for an extra thrill. Fans of Lord of the Rings and The
Hobbit should drive to nearby Matamata and experience the actual movie set
‘Hobbiton’. Make the most of your time in Rotorua with an excursion through the
Wai-O-Tapu  Thermal  Wonderland,  one  of  the  area’s  most  colourful  volcanic
attractions.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Agrodome Sheep Show and Organic Farm Tour Gain a
fascinating  insight  into  New  Zealand’s  agriculture  at  Rotorua’s  renowned
Agrodome sheep show. You’ll see 19 different breeds of champion sheep as well as
watching one of them being shorn by a real kiwi shearer. Marvel as the huntaway
dogs work the animals then complete a sheepdog trial. You’ll also get the chance
to  visit  the  agrodome nursery  and  pet  the  farm’s  smallest  animals  –  before
catching a ride on a tractor for a unique guided tour of the organic working farm.
Hand feed a variety of NZ farm animals including cattle, alpaca, ostriches, sheep,
emus and deer, then taste the produce from the organic kiwifruit orchard, and
local farm beehives.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Rainbow Springs and Behind the Scenes Kiwi Encounter At



Rainbow Springs you’ll have the chance to see some of New Zealand’s native flora
and fauna within the majestic forests of Rotorua. Wander the beautiful tree-lined
park and take in the flourishing bush, ferns, flowers and plants. See the spring-fed
pool with rainbow, brown and tiger trout, then visit the on-site aviaries – home to
New Zealand species such kea, kaka, tui, kereru and kiwi. The tuatara, known as
New Zealand’s living dinosaur can also be seen here. Go behind the scenes with
New Zealand’s national animal at the purpose built Kiwi Conservation Centre –
created solely to try and stop the extinction of this unique species. Here you will
gain  first  hand  insight  into  the  conservation  efforts  being  made  to  increase  the
numbers  of  kiwi  eggs  being  hatched  and  returned  to  the  wild.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Mitai Maori Village An evening at Mitai will give you an
awe-inspiring introduction to the indigenous Maori culture. Marvel at the beautiful
bush setting and see warriors in traditional dress who paddle an ancient warrior
canoe (waka) down the Wai-o-whiro stream while trout and eels swim beneath the
surface. Enjoy a traditionally cooked hangi meal and round your evening off with a
spectacular cultural performance that tells the story of the Maori people, their
past, carvings, and ta Moko -Tattoo art. Be captivated by the displays of weaponry
and combat and be amazed by the spine tingling Haka finale. Truly an experience
to remember.

Your accommodation: Sudima Lake Rotorua The Sudima Hotel Lake Rotorua enjoys
a location that is second-to-none on the very shores of beautiful Lake Rotorua,
adjacent to the world famous Polynesian Spa complex and just a short stroll to all
the attractions in Rotorua.

Day 5 :- Rotorua to Wellington
The drive from Rotorua to Wellington takes you via the township of Taupo home to
New Zealand’s largest lake. Following the lakeshore South you’ll pass Turani and
then ascend the central plateau onto the high country Rangipo Desert. Skirting the
edge of Tongariro National Park, you’ll reach the military town of Waiouru before
descending through rich farmland and the rural towns of Taihape And Mangaweka.
Follow the coast through Paraparaumu, Paekakariki and Plimmerton to arrive at
your destination, Wellington.

Your accommodation: Hotel Ibis Wellington Hotel Ibis Wellington is ideally located
in Featherston Street in the heart of Wellington City and easy walking distance to
Wellington’s famous cafe lifestyle.



Day 6 :- Wellington City
Wellington,  home  to  New  Zealand’s  centre  of  government  has  a  largely
cosmopolitan  feel.  Often  referred  to  as  ‘mini-Melbourne’,  this  (self  described)
windy city is a melting pot of art, culture, food and fashion. Quirky laneway bars,
underground art shows, and hipster eateries make up its inner city vibe, while a
host of sandy beaches outside the urban bustle bring a cheerful holiday feel. Head
to  Te  Papa  Museum  for  a  history  lesson  and  a  ticket  to  one  of  its  many
international exhibitions or jump aboard the Wellington Cable Car at Lambton Quay
– the only running funicular railway in the country. For those with an eye for
boutique fashion  wander  through Cuba St  to  sample  some of  the  city’s  best
vintage stores. Break for coffee at a hipster cafe and be sure to snap a pic outside
the  ‘Beehive,’  New  Zealand’s  parliamentary  debate  chamber.  Go  behind  the
scenes at Weta Workshop, the Oscar Award Winning design studio behind Lord Of
The Rings,  The Hobbit,  and Avatar.  We recommend a 45 minute guided tour
through both the Workshop and Weta Cave. If you’re a foodie at heart, a two hour
round trip to Martinborough is a must do. Take your time as you wind through
spectacular wine country, and be sure to stop in at Martinborough Wines or Ata
Rangi Martinborough. For a educational day out, learn about New Zealand’s native
species  at  Zealandia  –  the  world’s  first  fully  fenced  eco-sanctuary  and  home  to
over  40  types  of  endangered  and  native  birds.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Middle Earth Film Locations Half Day Tour In a small group,
you will head out to the Valley to explore the filming locations for Rivendell where
Frodo recovered from his knife attack;  the River Anduin where the Fellowship
voyaged to  Amon Hen;  the  Gardens  of  Isengard,  where  Gandalf  rode  to  see
Saruman and the site of the orcs felling the trees; see the quarry used for the
filming of Helms Deep in Rohan and Minas Tirith in Gondor. Then back to the City
to visit the Mount Victoria lookout and Buckland Forest where you can take a
“shortcut to mushrooms”, “get of the road” and hide where the Hobbits hid from
the Black Riders before taking a run to the Buckleberry Ferry and discovering
Dunharrow Rohirrim encampment along the way.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Zealandia Wildlife Sanctuary Night Tour Taking a night tour
of Zealandia wildlife eco-sanctuary is an unforgettable experience and one that
comes highly recommended. A conservation success and safe haven for some of
New Zealand’s  rarest  native  animals,  Zealandia  is  home to  many remarkable
species of birds, reptiles and insects living wild within a beautiful 225 hectare (one



square mile) valley – just 10 minutes from the central city. Your tour begins with an
interactive exhibition before you walk through the gates of Zealandia predator-
exclusion fence into the sanctuary. Your guide will then lead you on a torch-light
walk through the native New Zealand bush. Possible sights include Kiwi foraging on
the  forest  floor,  tuatara  hunting  for  food,  glowworms  shining,  tiny  Maud  Island
frogs in their  enclosure,  pateke (brown teal)  ducks feeding at night and kaka
(parrots) coming in to roost.

Your accommodation: Hotel Ibis Wellington Hotel Ibis Wellington is ideally located
in Featherston Street in the heart of Wellington City and easy walking distance to
Wellington’s famous cafe lifestyle.=

Day 7 :- Interislander ferry Wellington to Picton
The 92 km journey between Wellington and Picton takes around 3 hours and has
been described as ‘one of the most beautiful ferry rides in the world’. Leaving
Wellington Harbour you pass many interesting points such as Pencarrow Head on
top of which is New Zealand’s oldest lighthouse (1859). Red Rocks is home to a
seal colony and Oterangi Bay is the site which recorded the country’s highest ever
wind speed of 268 kph (167 mph). From the Cook Strait spectacular views of the
Kaikoura Ranges on the South Island can be enjoyed and dolphins and many sea
birds  are  often  seen.  Around  one  hour  of  the  cruise  takes  you  through  the
Marlborough Sounds and this region of bush covered mountains, small islands,
crystal  clear  waters  and  secluded  bays  offer  remarkable  photographic
opportunities.  The final  leg of  your cruise travels  through Queen Charlotte Sound
before coming to an end in the picturesque town of Picton. Collect your rental car
This tour can be priced with any of the rental cars available in our fantastic range,
from economy hatchbacks to prestige saloons and SUV’s. Picton to Blenheim Only
short 30 minute drive, you’ll follow the valley south to arrive in Blenheim, located
in the heart of Marlborough – New Zealand’s largest wine producing region. Go
through  acres  of  leafy  green  vines  and  marvel  at  the  magnificent  ‘dry  hills’  of
Marlborough  in  the  distance.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Sounds Connection half day wine tasting tour Be immersed
in Marlborough wine country with the Sounds Connection half day wine tour. You’ll
be  collected  from  your  accommodation  and  taken  through  four  or  five  wineries
(depending on availability) to taste the award winning produce this region is known
for. You’ll also hear about the history of wine making in Marlborough as well as
learning the unique processes each winery goes through.



Your  accommodation:  Chateau  Marlborough  Blenheim  Chateau  Marlborough,
Marlborough’s  premier  boutique  hotel  overlooking  Seymour  Square  Gardens,
prides itself on offering guests luxury accommodation with an enviable attention to
detail – and all just a short walk from Blenheim’s town centre.

Day 8 :- Blenheim to Kaikoura
Cross the ‘dry hills’ of Marlborough and head towards one of the most spectacular
coastlines of the South Island, the Kaikoura Coast. The road hugs the shore for
around 50 kilometres and offers many chances to view native wildlife. To the east
is the South Pacific Ocean and to the west the towering Kaikoura Ranges. Kaikoura
Township is a bustling little place with many cafes, restaurants and shops – but the
main reason for visiting here is the wildlife – and it’s one of the only places in New
Zealand you can see whales year round.

Your accommodation: Anchor Inn Motel The Anchor Inn is a luxury motel superbly
located on the Kaikoura waterfront with most rooms enjoying magnificent sea and
mountain views.

Day 9 :-  Kaikoura to Christchurch
Today you continue down the coast  before heading inland through the North
Canterbury wine region – the Waipara Valley. As you drive through this area you’ll
be greeted by one of New Zealand’s most notorious animals, the sheep. If you’ve
time on your hands we recommend taking a detour to Hanmer Springs for relaxing
dip in its thermal pools. Arriving into Christchurch you’ll see a new and improved
city, steadily rising from the ruins of the 2011 earthquake.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Whale Watch Kaikoura New Zealand’s only marine based
whale watching company, Whale Watch Kaikoura offer visitors a once-in-a-lifetime
up close encounter with the giant sperm Whale. You are also likely to encounter
New Zealand fur seals, dusky dolphins and albatross. Depending on the season you
may  also  see  pilot,  blue  and  southern  right  whales  as  well  as  migrating
humpbacks. Often orcas can be spotted here and the world’s smallest dolphin, the
Hectors, is sometimes seen. You’ll be taken out in modern catamarans specifically
designed  for  whale  watching  –  featuring  large  passenger  cabins  and  outside
viewing  decks.  Passenger  numbers  for  each  tour  are  kept  below  the  vessel
carrying capacity to ensure your tour experience remains a personal one.

Your accommodation: Heartland Hotel Cotswold The Heartland Hotel Cotswold is



just  minutes  walk  to  boutique  shopping  at  Merivale  and  Hagley  Park.  The
distinctive  architecture  of  the  Heartland  Hotel  Cotswold  reflects  Christchurch’s
image  as  the  most  English  of  cities  outside  of  England.

Day 10 :- Explore Christchurch City
Following the 2011 earthquake that razed its centre and much of the outlying
suburbs, Christchurch is well into a billion-dollar makeover. In the middle of the
Canterbury  Plains,  bordering  the  pacific  ocean,  New  Zealand’s  newest  city  is  an
ideal gateway to exploring the middle of the South. Go punting on the Avon River,
take a historic tram ride, catch the gondola to the rim of an extinct volcano or do
all three! See the world’s only Cardboard Cathedral and for nature enthusiasts –
wander the renowned Christchurch Botanic Gardens. Drive an hour in any direction
to ski, mountain bike, wine taste, whale-watch, bungy jump or play golf. Visit the
International Antarctic Centre or take a day to go on safari at Orana Wildlife Park.
Take the winding Port Hills road to the French settlement of Akaroa and tour the
vines in Waipara for a authentic New Zealand wine-tasting experience.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Christchurch Gondola In the Heathcote Valley, just fifteen
minutes from the heart of Christchurch city, ride the Christchurch Gondola for
nearly a kilometre to the collapsed rim of an extinct volcano – which exploded six
million years ago.  Take in the panoramic 360-degree views of the central city,
Lyttelton Harbour, Banks Peninsula, Canterbury Plains and the distant peaks of the
Southern Alps.  Wander the summit complex and choose one of many nature walks
or visit the Time Tunnel – a dramatic reconstruction of the history of the Port Hills
and Christchurch.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – Christchurch Grand Tour Hop aboard the Grand Tour luxury
coach for an interactive guided journey around Christchurch. See the best of this
port city including beautiful parks, gardens, seaside suburbs and hills. You will
learn about its history and future plans for the well under way multi-billion dollar
rebuild following the devastating earthquakes of 2010 and 2011. Included in the
tour are four of Christchurch’s premier attractions – punting on the Avon, the
Caterpillar  Botanic  Gardens  tour,  the  Christchurch  Gondola  and  a  hop-on  hop-off
ticket for the heritage Tram.

Your accommodation: Heartland Hotel Cotswold The Heartland Hotel Cotswold is
just  minutes  walk  to  boutique  shopping  at  Merivale  and  Hagley  Park.  The
distinctive  architecture  of  the  Heartland  Hotel  Cotswold  reflects  Christchurch’s



image  as  the  most  English  of  cities  outside  of  England.

Day 11 :- Christchurch to Mt. Cook National Park
Today  you’ll  drive  through  the  heart  of  the  South  Island,  crossing  the  vast
Canterbury  plains.  Catch  your  breath  in  Geraldine  before  continuing  through
Fairlie. Ascending Burkes pass you’ll come to the picturesque lakeside town of
Tekapo. Follow the road and take in the view of Aoraki Mt Cook (New Zealand’s
tallest  mountain)  from  the  shores  of  Lake  Pukaki,  known  for  its  glacier  fed
turquoise  blue  color.  Continue  along  the  lake  to  your  final  destination  Mt  Cook
Village. Please note there are no food or shops at Mount Cook you will need to
stock up prior to arriving in Mount Cook if you wish to self cater.

SUGGESTED  ACTIVITY  –  Glacier  Explorers  Mt.  Cook  Experience  500  year  old
icebergs up-close on the Mt Cook terminal lake. The Glacier Explorers tour is the
only one of its kind in New Zealand – and one of only three in the world! Very few
glaciers terminate into lakes and even fewer of them are accessible. See towering
ice cliffs and floating icebergs from the safety of a specially designed boat.  These
boats provide a safe way to view unseen and inaccessible areas of New Zealand’s
largest glacier – The Tasman.

SUGGESTED  ACTIVITY  –  Tasman  Valley  4WD Tour  A  rugged  back  road  4WD
adventure accessing awe inspiring views over the Tasman Glacier and its gigantic
moraine  wall.  You  will  get  to  stop  at  several  vantage  points  and  have  the
opportunity to walk up to the top of the Tasman Glacier moraine wall to view some
of  the  most  spectacular  photographic  opportunities  within  the  Aoraki/Mt  Cook
National Park. Your professional guide has a wealth of knowledge of the Aoraki/Mt
Cook area. Learn about the area, its unique geology, local flora and fauna and get
an entertaining insight into the rich pioneering history and stories of the past 150
years.

Your  accommodation:  Hermitage  Hotel  standard  room  Mount  Cook  view  The
Hermitage Hotel ringed by magnificent snow-capped peaks of the Southern Alps, is
a  worldrenowned  tourist  destination  and  has  been  an  icon  of  superior
accommodation  and  dining  since  1884.

Day 12 :- Mt. Cook National Park to Queenstown
Leaving the alpine region of Mount Cook, you’ll travel through the lakeside town of
Twizel,  then a little further to Omarama – the gliding capital of New Zealand.



Continue on over the Lindis Pass,  one of New Zealand’s highest roads with a
summit of 971 metres. Arrive in the quaint village of Tarras, then continue on a
short way to the historic Bendigo Reserve, one of Otago’s original gold mining
settlements. Follow the road to Cromwell, and keep going through the sheer cliffs
of the Kawarau Gorge towards the Gibbston Valley, one of New Zealand’s premier
wine growing regions. See the historic Kawarau Bridge where you can bungy jump
or  relax  and  watch  others  take  the  plunge.  Approaching  Queenstown,  the
Remarkables mountain range comes into view as you arrive into the adventure
capital of New Zealand.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY – TSS Earnslaw cruise to Walter Peak including gourmet BBQ
dinner and a farm tour Go back in time on this return trip to Walter Peak High
Country Farm aboard the historic TSS Earnslaw steamship. You’ll be greeted off the
boat and guided through beautiful lakeside gardens to the charming homestead.
Here you’ll enjoy a Gourmet BBQ dinner which your chef will prepare in front of
you. The seasonal menu includes an expansive array of local produce, including
succulent meats cooked on the outdoor rotisserie and a selection of  delicious
vegetables and salads. Finish your meal with an irresistible dessert, New Zealand
cheeses  and  freshly  brewed  tea  and  coffee.  After  dinner,  an  entertaining  and
informative demonstration gives you a glimpse of life in the high country. On your
cruise  home,  enjoy the camaraderie  of  a  singalong with  the ship’s  pianist  or
breathe in the fresh night air as you watch the lights of Queenstown draw nearer.

Your  accommodation:  Heartland  Hotel  Queenstown  The  Heartland  Hotel
Queenstown is the ideal place to stay if you want to be close to all the action of
Queenstowns main centre,  yet  be elevated enough to  take advantage of  the
spectacular views over Lake Wakatipu to the mountains.

Day 13 :-Explore Queenstown and surrounds
Although  celebrated  as  New  Zealand’s  ‘adventure  capital’  Queenstown  offers  far
more than a fast  paced action-packed holiday.  Settled on the shores of  Lake
Wakatipu beneath a soaring panorama of the Remarkables Mountain Range, this
alpine  town  is  surrounded  by  a  plethora  of  historic,  gastronomic  and  scenic
wonders. Head down the Gibbston valley wine trail to sample some of the region’s
best Pinot or catch a ride on the 100 year old Steamship – the TSS Earnslaw – to
Walter Peak Station for dinner and a farm tour. Browse the waterfront cafes and
have lunch at Michelin star chef Josh Emett’s ‘Rata.’ Check out nearby historic
Arrowtown and enhance your experience with a four wheel drive trip to Macetown.



Take a leisurely lakeside stroll or ride the gondola for breathtaking views. Venture
further  afield  into  the  Fiordland  National  Park  or  head  over  the  Crown  Range  to
Wanaka. Drive through Lord Of The Rings country – or for the really fanatic, jump
aboard one of many dedicated LOTR tours. And after all of that – if you do really
want  the  adrenaline  rush  Queenstown is  known for,  take  your  pick  from the
Shotover Jet, Nevis Bungy, Canyon Swing, Zipline, Luge or Heli-ski.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY –  Shotover  Canyon River  Jet  Boat  Adventure Riding the
iconic ‘Big Red’ Jet Boat through the narrow Shotover Canyon is an exhilarating
experience not to be missed. Your skilled jet boat driver pushes the boat to 85 kph,
skimming across shallow water and past towering canyon walls. This 25 minute
white water ride includes 360 degree spins and maximum thrills.

SUGGESTED  ACTIVITY  –  Appellation  Boutique  Wine  Tour  Go  off-the-beaten-track
with this unique Central Otago wine tour. Taste wines at four of the best vineyards
in the Gibbston, Bannockburn and Cromwell regions. The wineries you’ll visit are
selected  from  the  following:  Peregrine,  Chard  Farm,  Carrick,  Mt  Difficulty,  Felton
Road, Akarua and Olssens vineyards. This tour also includes a delightful gourmet
platter  lunch  at  the  award  winning  Carrick  Winery  Restaurant.  Departing
Queenstown, you’ll go through picturesque valleys, dramatic gorges and rolling
vine covered hills. See the Otago Goldfields, Historic Old Cromwell Town and Lake
Dunstan and the Kawarau Gorge.

Your  accommodation:  Heartland  Hotel  Queenstown  The  Heartland  Hotel
Queenstown is the ideal place to stay if you want to be close to all the action of
Queenstowns main centre,  yet  be elevated enough to  take advantage of  the
spectacular views over Lake Wakatipu to the mountains.

Day 14 :- Last Day of your Tour
Your final morning in Queenstown before driving to the airport and catching your
next flight Depending on when your flight departs you might have time for one last
Queenstown  adventure  before  dropping  your  car  off  at  the  airport  and  catching
your  flight.



Address: 210, Sindhu Bhavan Marg, PRL Colony, Thaltej, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380054
www.mylastminutetrip.com

075750 05566

Included Late model rental cars
Fully inclusive rental car

insurance (excess may apply)
Unlimited kms
GPS navigation
 Airport & ferry terminal rental

car fees
 Additional drivers
Comprehensive tour pack

(detailed itinerary, driving
instructions, map/guidebooks,
brochures)

24/7 support while touring New
Zealand

 All breakfasts
 Private airport transfers
 Interislander ferry crossing
International Flights

Not
Included

GST

Tourism Taxes Levied By Hotels
Personal Expenses
Tips Services Not Mentioned


